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DISCLAIMER: The following, Ebola Prophylaxis and Cure by John R. Benneth, is not intended to be a substitute for personal medical advice and care by a professional medical or health professional. If you have a medical problem seek the counsel of a medical practitioner. Ebola Prophylaxis and Cure by John R. Benneth, is not a guide for self treatment. The reader assumes all risks associated with the use of the information combined herein and agrees and holds harmless John R. Benneth, his assigns, agents and publishers for any injury resulting from the use of it. If you have a medical problem, concern, illness, affliction, disease or infirmity, you should be under the care of a medical doctor.

ALL EPIDEMICS ARE STOPPED . . HOMEOPATHICALLY

Science proves it's true. All epidemics are stopped homeopathically.

The primary example of the homeopathic action is the vaccine. Unwitting as it may have been smallpox was completely eradicated from the face of the Earth by a homeopathic application of a similar disease, which is the definition of homeopathy, like curing like. To those who think they know better, it must sound absurd if not dangerous to say it, but its true. Humanities worst scourge, its Public Enemy Number One, was beat homeopathically.

Homeopathy is the premier medical strategy of cure. It has been long observed throughout the ages that two similar diseases rarely manifest together at the same time. One will push out the other. Before Jenner's announcement of the small pox vaccine, it had been long observed that milkmaids seemed to always have faces with fair complexions, as they appeared to be immune to disfiguring infections of the pox except for their hands. This was finally attributed to hadnling cow's uders, where they were exposed to the “cow pox,” bovine variola, a disease in cattle similar to smallpox . . variola in humans. Through direct observation it can be seen that homeopathy occurs naturally.

Using a disease to inoculate against a disease was nothing new to medicine prior to 1796, the year Jenner made famous the use of dried cowpox lymph to immunize against smallpox. Since the dawn of our memories, it has been consistently observed that contracting a disease made one immune to it later. Variolation, the use of smallpox lymph to inoculate against the same disease, had been employed for centuries. Washington made use of variolation to immunize his troops against smallpox. But there was one potential pitfall. Variolation, using the attenuated lymph of smallpox, could result in its full blown manifestation. Without a science of attenuation, it is easily understandable that inoculation with the same element could, and sometimes did result in a contraction of the very thing you're trying to prevent.

Jenner solved this problem homeopathically by inoculating with a similar but less infectious disease,
and it could be easily said and recognized to be true, that by 1970's, when the last case of smallpox had been recorded, Mankind had been saved from his greatest scourge by homeopathy, making homeopathy the world's greatest medical achievement.

It should be no surprise then that Samuel Hahnemann, the physician credited with the revelation and initial development of homeopathy as a medical doctrine, reported his discovery in 1796 the same year Jenner reported his respective discovery of the smallpox vaccine*, and made a career of it, not only for himself, but countless physicians after him, taking the same principle Jenner had capitalized on and extending its application to every other known mental and physical affliction, illness, disease or diathesis (suffering from a particular medical condition) including current scourges, such as Ebola. But the real genius of Hahnemann was in discovering how to make any source . . animal, mineral, vegetative or radiance . . safe enough to be used to create an artificial diathesis to act directly on the pathogen, and stimulate the immune system to take curative action.

**EBOLA EASILY CONTROLLED**

History not only reveals that the Ebola epidemic that has raged throughout western Africa can be easily controlled, but demands that it be stopped. We already have in hand the necessary proven, tried and tested, U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulated and protected medicines for the prevention and cure of West African hemorrhagic fevers such as Ebola. Moreover, novel as it may seem, we can also administer prophylaxis (prevention of disease) to entire populations to safely prevent people from contracting the disease using the same isotopic materials we use to cure the disease.

**HOMEOPATHY ARRIVES IN LIBERIA, BEDS START TO EMPTY**

The first known homeopathic remedies were sent to Monrovia in Liberia by the International Emergency Management Organization (IEMO, Rome) in September, 2014; the author sent a second load in October. By October 19th, 2014, four homeopaths, one each from the U.S., India, Switzerland and Spain, arrived in Monrovia in October, sent by the Liga Medicorum Homoeopathica Internationalis (LMHI), the International Organization of Homeopathic Physicians. November 6th, 2014, the Washington Post announced that the number of reported Ebola cases had dropped in Liberia and Monrovia was returning to normal. ([http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/africa/as-ebola-infections-drop-liberian-capital-reeawakens/2014/11/06/cd557bdc-652f-11e4-bb14-4cfea1e742d5_story.html](http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/africa/as-ebola-infections-drop-liberian-capital-reeawakens/2014/11/06/cd557bdc-652f-11e4-bb14-4cfea1e742d5_story.html)). On November 17th Reuters announced “Health workers in Liberia are struggling to tell whether a growing number of empty beds at Ebola treatment centres is a sign that the country's ramped up response to the disease is working - or just a lull in the epidemic;” and that as of Sunday, November 2nd, two thirds of the 696 beds IN Monrovia, which in October had been overflowing, were empty! [http://news.yahoo.com/empty-ebola-beds-liberia-pose-riddle-health-workers-153958467.html?soc_src=mediacontentsharebuttons&soc_trk=ma](http://news.yahoo.com/empty-ebola-beds-liberia-pose-riddle-health-workers-153958467.html?soc_src=mediacontentsharebuttons&soc_trk=ma)

**NO COINCIDENCE**

This is not an anomaly, nor is it a happenstance coincidence. History has shown that in the world's greatest hemorrhagic fever pandemic, homeopathic treatment was 20 to 30 times more effective in saving lives. Contrasting homeopathy's success in Monrovia is a little Liberian community in Grand Cape Mount County near the border of Sierra Leone. The little village of Jene-Wonde, which has no homeopath to treat the deadly disease and has lost 10% of its population because of it, has become
Liberia's new epicenter for Ebola. And the fever is still hitting Sierra Leone and Guinea. Within 24 hours Sierra Leone, which also lacks homeopaths, gained 40 new cases.

http://www.aol.com/article/2014/11/10/liberia-village-becomes-a-new-ebola-epicenter/20991132/?icid=maing-grid7%7Chtmlws-main-bb%7Cdl3%7Csec1_lnk2%26pLid%3D560688

You can help. If you can't aid financially, you can always send a prayer, and help increase awareness.

"We are begging the government to come to our rescue," says James Jallah Paul of Jene-Wonde. "If the government does not come to our rescue, we will finish (die) here; this place will be an empty space."

If you can help, we need you to contact me at once at 503-819-7777, or email me at jrbenneth@aol.com.

**HISTORY OF EPIDEMICAL USE OF HOMEOPATHY**

The successful use of homeopathy in hemorrhagic fever and other epidemics is nothing new. The following details some of the historical, intentional use of homeopathy in epidemics. This is done for the purpose of cutting through widespread skepticism due to ignorance of the physics of the isotopic materials used, conflated with the counterintuitive strategy of “like cures like.” We may not know how homeopathy works, or why it works, but as history will show, homeopathy does work, fantastically well.

**Here are the facts as we know them:**

The symptoms seen in West African hemorrhagic fevers such as Ebola are nothing new to medical science. Historically, they have been more successfully treated using isotopic pharmaceuticals than any other form of medicine, as was demonstrated in the 1918-19 worldwide influenza pandemics [1-3].

More recently, successful government control of the Cuban *leptospirosis* epidemic was accomplished using the same *supramolecular* chemistry [4] as have government programs in India [5], Brazil [6] and Argentina [7] made use of the same homeopathic chemistry to quash epidemic contagion in those respective countries as well.

The epidemiological use of homeopathy contradicts prevailing medical practice, and is in the face of questions regarding homeopathy's legitimacy, and why homeopathic interventions are not commonplace in medicine; and so the author has gone to considerable length to address this topic before revealing specific historical treatments to be used in epidemical hemorrhagic fevers.

It is the author's position that successful epidemical responses are not palliative, but curative; that homeopathy presents the only comprehensive curative medical materials available; and that the universally homeopathic component is central to all curative treatments. The proof of this is that contrary to common putative belief, homeopathic medicine is indeed legitimate perforce of Federal statutory regulations and protections that approve its use in epidemics.
Regarding legitimacy, controversy was aroused when it was stated online by the author of *The John Benneth Journal* in the August 31st, 2014 entry, that the FDA approves the use of a homeopathic cure for Ebola. http://johnbenneth.wordpress.com/2014/08/31/fda-approves-homeopathic-ebola-cure/

**FDA 'DISAPPROVAL' FALSE**

Whereas the Food Drug and Cosmetics Act (FDCA, the teeth of the FDA) wording may seem overstated in this paper, we have to double down by reiterating it as something more than a footnote, because the issue of FDA “approval” of homeopathic drugs and government acceptance of proof for their effectiveness is a key to overcoming objections to their use in an epidemic; the uninformed, unaware of the history of their successful use in epidemics, will automatically assume that if they were effective they would be in use now; without knowing that homeopathic drugs are government regulated and protected, the proposition of their use in an epidemic such as Ebola may seem theoretical, novel and harebrained, or in a word, absurd. It is then the introductory purpose of this paper to sweep these notions aside, inform professionals of the statutory provisions for their use, reveal the history of homeopathic drugs in hemorrhagic fevers, provide the principals, techniques and references behind selection and administration of these drugs, and show the specific instructions from the FDCA and its recommended literature for the dosage and use of homeopathic drugs to address symptoms of fevers of the type reported in the 2014 Ebola epidemic.

**HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES ARE DRUGS BY LAW**

The author is not an attorney and this can not be construed as legal advice and what follows should not be considered as valid (without legal counsel) but it is the author's opinion that it should be strongly noted without prejudice, that it can be seen by anyone of reasonable intelligence reading the statutory guidelines of the U.S. FDCA, that homeopathic remedies are technically classified as drugs, and as such are regulated and protected by the FDA by means of the FDCA.

FDCA regulations state:

Section 201(g)(1) of the Act defines the term "drug" to mean articles recognized in the official United States Pharmacopeia (USP), the official Homeopathic Pharmacopeia of the United States (HPUS), or official National Formulary (NF) or any supplement to them; and articles intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation, treatment, or the prevention of disease in man or other animals; articles (other than food) intended to affect the structure or any function of the body of man or other animals; and articles intended for use as a component of any articles specified in the above. Whether or not they are official homeopathic remedies, those products offered for the cure, mitigation, prevention, or treatment of disease conditions are regarded as drugs within the meaning of Section 201(g)(1) of the Act.

Homeopathic drugs generally must meet the standards for strength, quality, and purity set forth in the Homeopathic Pharmacopeia. Section 501(b) of the Act (21 U.S.C. 351) provides in relevant part:
Whenever a drug is recognized in both the United States Pharmacopeia and the Homeopathic Pharmacopeia of the United States it shall be subject to the requirements of the United States Pharmacopeia unless it is labeled and offered for sale as a homeopathic drug, in which case it shall be subject to the provisions of the Homeopathic Pharmacopeia of the United States and not to those of the
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United States Pharmacopeia.
A product's compliance with requirements of the HPUS, USP, or NF does not establish that it has been shown by appropriate means to be safe, effective, and not misbranded for its intended use.

Note that the FDCA refers to articles "intended" (among other things) for "cure." Given that homeopathic drugs work on a transduced signal basis to trigger immune reactions [ibid], their purpose is curative, not palliative.

The FDCA then proceeds to guide the reader to further information about the use of homeopathic drugs:

A guide to the use of homeopathic drugs (including potencies, dosing, and other parameters) may be found by referring to the following texts: A Dictionary of Practical Materia Medica by John Henry Clarke, M.D., (3 volumes; Health Science Press) [http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/index.htm] and A Clinical Repertory to the Dictionary of Materia Medica by John Henry Clarke, M.D. (Health Science Press). [https://archive.org/details/aclinicalrept00clargoog] These references must be reviewed in conjunction with other available literature on these drug substances.

The FDCA wording, without limitation, as seen above, is what is used by the author to defend the assertion of “approval” of “these drug substances” by the FDA, for the use in prevention, treatment and cure of any disease, including hemorrhagic fevers.

HOMEOPATH IS PROVEN

Homeopathy is often characterized by the interests of its patent medicine competitors as being inferior or fraudulent because it is falsely assumed to not be “evidenced based” medicine, as it is putatively thought not to have been scientifically proven. What was not pointed out in the 8/31/14 John Benneth Journal is that the central part of “approval” is from “prove,” as for proof, as in proven and proved. The FDCA goes on to explicitly say “these drug substances” are proven.

FDCA: HOMEOPATHY IS EVIDENCED BASED MEDICINE

For the matter of proof of the effectiveness of homeopathic remedies the FDCA refers to the “Compendium of Homeotherapeutics,” containing the basic premises and concepts of homeopathy and homeotherapeutics; specifications and standards of preparation, content, and dosage of homeopathic drugs and a description of the proving process used to determine their eligibility, and the technique of prescribing the therapeutic application of homeopathic drugs; and a partial list of those which meet the criteria for the proving process [emphasis mine]. The FDCA says a proving is synonymous with the homeopathic procedure, identifying it as a research procedure, “employed in healthy individuals to determine the dose of a drug sufficient to produce symptoms.”

It can be clearly seen then that the homeopathic process of homeopathic proving is where the evidence for the action of homeopathic drugs is first established, followed by clinical reports of the type the FDCA refers to.
THE HUNGARIAN DIATHESIS

If there is a question as to why FDCA sanction and support for homeopathy has not been stated before in the controversy over homeopathic drugs, the answer is that the prevailing medical industrial complex is basically in competition with it . . and so they don't want to believe it. Exponentially greater sums of money are made in velvet covered cruelty than in lab coated compassion; the prevailing profit driven patent medical industry is a trillion dollar industry, homeopathy makes an infinitesimal of it; the profitability of patent medicines is directly threatened by homeopathy's more efficient and effective non-patentable medical compendium, and try as they may, its competitors can't kill it. Complicating this, the homeopaths are uncomfortable with FDA approval because they think if efficacy is revealed, they will lose control of it to mainstream physicians, as not only does the placebo charge make them less liable, but it keeps them from being sanctioned, which could be relegated solely for the prescribing by potentially hamfisted M.D.'s only relying more on their license rather than education or reality; untrained professionals with a license to kill could prescribe homeopathic medicine non homeopathically. This is all a part of the Hungarian Diathesis, a rout against egalitarian media by a tyranny of private interests; in the case of homeopathy egalitarian takes on the meaning of a socialized iatrocentric medical media that make curative processes available for little or no charge to the public, suppressed in favor of control of medicine by capital interests that profit from affliction . . and in the words of Penn State's Professor Rustum Roy, the late great dean of the material sciences (who produced indices for the physical attributes of high dilutes as used in homeopathy, ibid) “nobody reads the literature” . . in other words very few people are aware of its nuts and bolts.

Above its cryptogenesis, its sheen, homeopathy's potential complexity, contrasted by great simplicity and a large cross referencing database and patient individuation, are obvious reasons why it is not quickly embraced by more physicians. Lacking intellectual property rights, its pharmaceutical manufacturers cannot make the huge profits like its patent medicine cozeners do.

FORMIDABLE SUBJECT

As will become evident to anyone just becoming acquainted with it, and even more so for the most experienced practitioners, homeopathy is a formidable subject, especially when applied to individual and idiopathic cases. In a personal correspondence with the author, Jacques Benveniste, the former head of INSERM (the French medical research institute), who was dismissed from INSERM and then publicly crucified for successfully replicating a biochemical test for homeopathy and publishing it in Nature, the world's most prestigious science journal, said "homeopathy is the devil's piss-pot." Since Bennevneiste's replication there have been dozens more of the same biochemical test, showing the action of these pharmaceuticals in vitro. (Witt in vitro review http://tinyurl.com/7n9sedq) Yet at best, products of their education, they self excuse by enigmatizing the results as idiopathic. They are not. Deeper examinaiton reveals phsyics and biochemistry in understandable, lathoug it ushers in a new biological paradigm, as will be seen. For instance, it is a bsic notion amaong homeopaths that he homeopahtic remedy acts indirectly on the pathogen by stimulating the immune system, excluding the idea, which is now supported by the in vitro biochemical reports, that the homeopathic also acts magnetically directly on the pathogen. Accepting the in vitro evidence demands that both homeopathic medicine and the prevailing "non homeopathic" competitors accept the magnet component and action
of pharmaceuticals, whether they are intended for homeopathic use or not.

**LONG IN THE MAKING**

According to Canadian homeopath Andre Saine, it takes 25 years to become a good homeopath, and added to the difficulties listed above, its basic forensics are rarely seen. So when homeopathy is suggested for use in an epidemic, it is met with skepticism by most professional medicos and those with nominal knowledge of it.

But when faced with an epidemic, common symptoms become evident *homeopathically*.

**COMMONALITY OF TROPICAL FEVERS**

Tropical fevers, remittent and continuous, and those that lead to the hemorrhagic diathesis, *(an unusual susceptibility to bleeding mostly due to hypocoagulability)* share common traits, suggesting that prophylaxis successful for one, will prove successful in another, and if not, to immediately prove a synthesis, something patent medicine cannot do. Homeopathy does not follow brand, that is, it does not necessarily treat a disease by the disease's common name, (such as “Ebola”) or by its RNA or DNA identity; it rolls with the punches; it treats disease symptomatically in its prima facie manifestation, and can demand case taking with a familiarity, or at least access to, the materia medica containing the indications and action of approximately 1000 pharmaceuticals listed in the Federally authorized compendium of the Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia of the U.S., most of which are discussed in great detail in the FDCA's primary referenced authority, Clarke (ibid).

These 1000 remedies in the traditional materia medicas, such as Clarke's, are indicated by over 70,000 symptoms grouped by Clarke and others in 27 domains covering the known action of various materials on the human economy from head to foot, the first domain being the mind, how a particular pharmaceutical affects human behavior, thinking and emotions.

The 27th domain is fever.

**HOMEOPATHY'S UNPARALLELED FACILITY**

Homeopathy as an application of pathogenic similitude is not only conflated with the minimum dose, it is conflated with the prevailing medical strategy of antipathy, or pathogenic adversity, which kills the pain by dulling the senses, destroys the antigen by poisoning it . . and everything around it, whereas homeopathic in vitro tests have shown that its materia medica can cause targeted apoptosis of cancer cells *(Int J of Onc Feb 2010 V.36, Cytotoxic effects of ultra-diluted remedies on breast cancer cells [http://tinyurl.com/7n9939c](http://tinyurl.com/7n9939c); Int J of Onc 23: 975-982, 2003 Ruta 6 selectively induces cell death in brain cancer cells but proliferation in normal peripheral blood lymphocytes: A novel treatment for human brain cancer [http://tinyurl.com/6m2dpnd](http://tinyurl.com/6m2dpnd))*.

Homeopathy does not require a novel “vaccine” for any particular new disease, or mutation of an old one, as modern patent medicine demands.
HOW HOMEOPATHY IS ORGANIZED

Instead of using branded patent synthetic chemistry designed to treat disease with opposing symptoms, as prevailing medical thinking demands, homeopathy relies on pure pharmacodynamics, the study of the biochemical and physiological effects of drugs. It uses semilogical registers and symptomatological cross indexes of its proven “materia medica” (medical materials), called repertories, to treat symptoms with substances that evoke symptoms similar to the ones being treated.

Homeopathic repertories are used to indicate the best potential remedy for several symptoms of any disease, illness, affliction, or injury in each individual condition. This provides the homeopathic system with an unparalleled facility to not only abort the end stage of a disease, but treat the symptoms of its progression as they appear, using known, tested and clinically proven and listed drugs.

So when asked whether or not homeopathy can cure or treat Ebola, an experienced homeopath can truthfully answer the question by saying, “tell me the symptoms and I'll tell you what remedy to try first. If that doesn't work, I'll tell you the next to try and so on until the symptoms abate.”

THE NEW INTUITION

The problem with homeopathy is that its methodology, by old standards of thinking, is counterintuitive. The use of the minimal dose and the idea of pathogenic similitude, referred to as “like cures like,” confounds the usual application of the more-is-better using chemicals that produce opposing forces strategy; palliative therapies suggest that a particular antigen must be identified and overwhelmed with caustic chemicals in order for it to be destroyed.

HOMEOPATHIC EFFECT UNAVOIDABLE

It is the only biochemical strategy that works. The homeopathic principal of cure by pathogenic similitude is based on inescapable physics. Like cures like is a common observable pharmacodynamic principle, such as the widespread use of methamphetamine salts as found in Adderall and Ritalin for hyperactivity, or the use of snake venom to treat snake bites. This is why all effective “vaccines” (L. vacca=cow < use of cowpox to vaccinate against smallpox) have either purposely or unwittingly been, in their essence, homeopathic [8]. Essentially, homeopathy is, whether it is employed intentionally or unintentionally, the only effective strategy for stopping an epidemic such as Ebola.

IMMEDIATELY TREAT HOMEOPATHICALLY

This is why the only practical treatment of Ebola fever is homeopathic.* And this is why anyone who has been exposed to Ebola or is manifesting suspicious symptoms should immediately be given a corresponding homeopathic pharmaceutical.

HISTORY REPLETE

There is a great history that contains within it ample evidence of the use of these isotopic medicinals. In epidemics, most specifically those from hemorrhagic fever, it has been used both as prophylaxis (for the prevention of disease) and cure [9]. The global influenza pandemics of 1918 and '19 are examples of a hemorrhagic fever with symptoms similar to the current Ebola cases in Guinea, Liberia, Senegal and Sierra Leone, including the bloody diathesis, except that the 1918-19 epidemics claimed upwards of an estimated 100 million deaths, compared to only several thousand lives claimed by Ebola in the
West African countries noted above. [10] So even though projections are estimating a potential of 277,000 Ebola cases by the end of 2014, the death toll would still be miniscule when compared to that of a century ago, even if the worst case scenario manifested itself. And in the 1918-19 epidemic, the mother of all pandemics, the only consistent curative therapy and prophylaxis was provided by physicians utilizing pharmaceuticals homeopathically. [11]

**TEREBINTHA**

There is a noted exception to isotopic homeoprophylaxis that must be mentioned in regard to a West African fever, especially in the vacuum of no vaccine. It was found in scouring Clarke for a pharmaceutical to address kidney failure, and it bells a resonant tone in ominous warnings against the use of blood thinners, such as aspirin, discussed further *ibid*, while in the shadow of the epidemic. Clarke says: "A remedy may be known by its antidotes and antitodal properties. Terebinthina (Ter.) antidotes and is antidoted by Phosphorus. A young man who was badly poisoned by a low attenuation of Phos. got more relief from Ter. 3x than from any other remedy. Brunton says it is only Ozonised Ter. that is effective here [12]."

"The preparation I used was the ordinary one. Hering says the ozonised oil [of Turpentine] is recommended as a prophylactic in malarial and *African fevers*, a few drops being given daily on a lump of sugar." [13]

Let it not be lost in the debacle of a hubristic and overcapitalized medical industrial complex, awaiting a novel patent "vaccine" for a "West African fever" . . while people reportedly are dying en masse from it, that it is stated in a long held FDA referenced medical authority [14] that prophylaxis, reportedly made simply from a few drops of turpentine, known commonly as thinner, administered homeopathically, is an epiphany in the current crisis of a "West African fever." The note that remedies may be known by their antidotes, and that Ter. is an antidote to Phos. is yet another clue to the true cause of a fever's notoriously gory diathesis, as it shall be seen that Phos. is homeopathically a top remedy for such a fever. A couple of drops of Ozonised Turpentine on a lump of sugar may be the stone bullet that falls this giant of a disease when in truth it may be that this Goliath only can destroy those made susceptible by blood thinner toxicity.

It leads to a mandate for a wide and deep overhaul to be made of epidemical medicine, deep enough to touch upon, not the imagined, but the known proven mechanics of human immunities.

"*We have here a dynamic phenomenon.*" Hahnemann, *The Organon of Medicine*

The records left by those old master physicians and the cures revealed in them provide ample examples of how to deal with a hemorrhagic fever epidemic, and these statistics can be seen extensively in a number of different sources. One of the most readily available in an online historical comparison of homeopathy with non-homeopathic therapies is Bradford's comparative analysis of treatments, entitled *The Logic of Figures*. [15]

First, the use of salicylates (such as aspirin) and other blood thinners, anti-inflammatory or anything that suppresses fever, should be restricted if not banned. [16,17]
ASPIRIN, ANTI-INFLAMMATORIES, BLOODTHINNERS AGGRAVATE BLEEDING

It is possible then that the egregious hemorrhagic symptoms from fever result from, or are aggravated by salicylism (overuse of aspirin, salicylate toxicity). Acute salicylate poisoning can come from a single overdose, or it can come from chronic use. Susceptibility to the hemorrhagic diathesis can be laid at the doorsteps of other non-homeopathically designed anti-inflammatories, anti-coagulants and thinners, such as Coumadin and Warfarin. The diathesis could be triggered by a diet high in natural blood thinners, or in West Africa overdosing on a native anti-inflammatory herb such as Garcinia kola. But just as important, if not more so, anyone suffering the symptoms of (or exposed to) a hemorrhagic fever should be treated pharmacodynamically with known, proven medical isotopes, [18-20] indicated by the literature listed and discussed below. Isotopic materials are dynamic extrusions of various substances in isobaric media, commonly referred to as “homeopathic drugs or remedies.”

PHYSICS OF THE HOMEOPATHIC REMEDY

The physio-chemical analogue to the isotopic radiopharmaceuticals, putatively known as “homeopathic remedies” and legally known as drugs. is 3H2O, ditritium oxide, pure water made naturally radioactive in the environment. The chemical analysis is supramolecular: [21-25] Radiation transduced by hydro-electrostriction (the piezoelectric effect in water) out of the Schumann resonances (background radiation; electromagnetic radiation can be intuited and clearly seen to be the operative description for the biological motive force of the isotopic homeopathic remedy [26, 27].

REMEDIES FOR HEMORRAGHIC FEVER

There are six (6) medical isotopes regulated and protected as homeopathic drugs by the FDA that are indicated for use in the prophylaxis and treatment of continuous hemorrhagic fevers similar to what is generally believed to be caused by the Ebola virus, listed in the FDA recommended literature, repertorized in Open Rep and detailed in A Dictionary of the Materia Medica by John Henry Clarke, M.D. [28]

These medicals, from consolidated repertories for continuous fevers, complicated by the hemorrhagic diathesis, symptomatically indicated for Ebola fever, are given as: The remedy abbreviation; full name in italics; the remedy's value one to three, with three as the most indicated remedy for most cases, linked to the description in Clarke:

Crot-h. (3) Crotalus horridus virus http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/c/crot_h.htm
Phos. (3) Phosphorus http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/p/pho.htm
Lach. (2) Lachesis muta http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/l/lach.htm
Mill. (2) Millefolium http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/m/mill.htm
Sulf-ac. (2) Sulfuricum acidum http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/s/sul_ac.htm

EBOLA CONTROL REGIME

Even given a list of reportedly effective remedies, the question of dosage remains unanswered. Out of attenuations in the low single digit decimal range, such as 3X to C attenuations in the high thousands, which attenuation do you choose to administer in an excruciating emergency such as this, where there are people dying all around you? After acceptance of homeopathy as an effective treatment for Ebola,
the next immediate problem facing homeopathic epidemiology is how to use it, what pharmaceutical or pharmaceuticals do we use, how often should it be given? Is there a protocol the doctor, health professional or even a lay dispenser can administer?

The genius of homeopathy is individual seminology, the study of progressing symptoms in each presentation and case. In the words of Clarke, if a patient had applied to an old-school practitioner with all the details of his case, they would have been useless to that practitioner; all the allopathic doctor needs to base his prescription on is the name of the disease, such as "neuralgia."

“It would have signified nothing,” says Clarke, “so far as his prescription went, whether a particular symptom was right side, left side, or both sides. It would not have mattered what made it better or what made it worse, or at what time of day it came on. But, to the homœopath these are everything.”

The best most comprehensive resource I have yet found comes once again from the same Clarke recommended by the FDCA.

Whereas such comprehensive semiology is arranged not just by disease but by symptom is the true pinnacle of the medical arts in the mind of the experienced homeopath, it becomes a nightmare even for the best homeopath when there are hundreds of people lined up at the clinic door seeking immediate treatment everyday, such as in an epidemic (what this paper could engender in a West African clinic if put into practice) and your only reference work, although it is schematically arranged, comprehensive and well organized, is not a clinical digest and doesn't tell you exactly what to do, which drug to prescribe, when and how often to administer it and how much of it to give. These questions are usually left up to the experienced practitioner. The homeopathic materia medica as a literature it is an edifice, to or for practical use. It is a palladium of medicine to the practitioner who lives within it and a formidable obstacle to scale for the practitioner who lives without. Clarke himself, the author of a materia medica that took years and years to compile, still felt the need “to put into convenient and accessible shape all the more salient indications for the use of homœopathic remedies from the clinical point of view,” for his own use.

**PRESCRIBING FOR EBOLA**

Clarke's *The Prescriber* [http://www.homeoint.org/books1/clarkeprescriber/index.php] lists single remedies and more specifically, dosages for clinical conditions and symptoms related to Ebola. Homeopathic practitioners may note that Clarke uses Yellow Fever (a hemorrhagic fever with symptoms similar to those reported for Ebola); and specific conditions: hematamesis; hematuria; presumably listed in order of effectiveness, adding more potential remedies to what is now developing into a repertory for hemorrhagic fever . . an "Ebola control regime." I say presumably because Clarke states that when prescriptions are numbered as they are for his listing for the hemorrhagic diathesis, "It is intended that the prescriber shall use them in that order, if there are no other symptoms in the case pointing to one more than the other."

The number following the remedy, is the potency in C (centessimal dilution), unless it is other wise indicated, usually an X (decimal dilution). A zero with a line through it: “Ø,” means an unattenuated or denied potency. But if there is a number, say 6, it means the potency is C6. Clarke's text is a mine of material for the homeopath who seeks to understand how to use homeopathy in a large scale epidemic such as Ebola.
a non potentized solution.

**Hematamesis** (vomiting blood):

Dark blood, Ham. 1, every fifteen minutes.
Bright blood, Ipec. 1, every fifteen minutes.
From mechanical injury.
Arn. 1, every fifteen minutes.
(http://homeoint.org/books1/clarkeprescriber/h.htm#haematemesis)

**Hematuria** (Blood in the urine):

Tereb. 3, 2h.
Hæmaturia and hæmoglobinuria without pain or uneasiness, Chi. sul. 2x - 30, 4h.
Hæmaturia with dull renal pain, Ham. 1, 2h.
From mechanical injury, Arn. 1, 2h.
With red sediment, Ocim. can. 30, 2h.
Dark, with thick urine Thlaspi Ø, gtt. v. 4h.
(http://homeoint.org/books1/clarkeprescriber/h.htm#haematuria)

The following remedies for the hemorrhagic diathesis are listed by order of Clarke's preference, followed by remedy abbreviation; full name; attenuation (potency); repetition of dose; link to Clarke's Materia Medica.

**HEMORRHAGIC DIATHESIS**- In order of preference. DO NOT GIVE ALL AT ONCE! The implication from Clarke is that if one doesn't work to abate or affect the flow of blood and fluids, try the next remedy.

A dose is three pellets under the tongue, unless otherwise specified:

Clarke: "It is intended that the prescriber shall use them in that order, if there are no other symptoms in the case pointing to one more than the other."

(1) Ham. Hamamelis 1C, dose every four hours; http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/h/ham.htm
(2) Phos. Phosphorus. 3C, dose every four hours; http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/h/ham.htm
(3) Crot-h Crotalus horridus 3C, dose every four hours.; http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/c/crot_h.htm
(4) Sanguis. Sanguisuga. 5C, gtt. v. (five drops in liquid) dose every eight 8 hours.
(http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/s/sngs.htm)

**A NOTE:** It is not made clear why Ham., Clarke's first remedy for the hemorrhagic diathesis, is not listed in Open Rep's listing for hemorrhagic fever, even though the clinical conditions for Ham. Clarke lists indicates it for enteric fever, hæmatemesis, hæmaturia, hæmorrhages and the hæmorrhagic diathesis, for which the symptoms of Ebola could be partly diagnosed. However, this is something seen before as creating a collection of symptoms in general medicine for varying classifications covered by the materia medica, an Augean task, and whereas the diseases remain the same, the names for them
change over the decades.

So it is not made clear whether or not *Ham.* applies as a hemorrhagic due to fever; one may suppose the diathesis could be from other causes. So I suggest that it be considered a primary remedy in the Ebola control regime, and Crot.h and Phos. remaining in the fore in the following summary repertorizing five symptoms peculiar to Ebola, taken from the Open Rep program:

- Fever, continued fever, hemorrhagic, oozing of dark thin blood from capillaries: Crot-h. Sul-ac.

For anyone unfamiliar with repertorization, the top remedies listed in all caps rate a three (3) for their reported effectiveness in treating that particular symptom; the second most effective remedies listed in lower case bold rank two (2) and those in plain lower case one (1). As one may see, Crot-h matches all five criteria, and by adding up the rank values, Crot-h. comes out as the highest indicated remedy for the listed symptoms, followed by Lachesis (Lach.) and Phos. As can be seen, no single remedy covers all listed hemorrhagic symptoms.

But this is only one symptom. My own repertorization of Ebola symptoms (sent to me from an African clinic) all indicated *Arsenicum album* as the one remedy that covered them.

1. Fever
2. Headache
3. vomiting
4. nausea
5. difficulty in swallowing
6. Diarrhoea
7. Intense Fatigue
8. Weakness
9. Muscular pain
10. Difficulty in breathing
11. Unusual bleeding
12. Sore Throat
13. Red eyes

Here is how I interpreted those symptoms through the repertory. The number after each symptom is the number of various drugs within the materia medica indicated for use for that symptom. As can be seen, *Arsenicum album* (Ars.) is listed for all of them. As can be seen, *Ars.* effectiveness is listed as all caps for most effective for that particular symptom, lower case bold for second most effective and lower case plain indicating least effective for that symptom.
Clinical, hemorrhage (222): ARS.
Eye, discharges, bloody: (23) Ars.
Eye, redness: (198) ARS.
Generalities, collapse, vomiting: (4) ARS.
Generalities, pain, muscles: (131) ARS.
Head, pain: (545) ARS.
Head, pain, vomiting: (17) Ars.
Rectum, diarrhea, fever: (34) Ars.
Respiration, difficult: (314) ARS.
Throat, pain, sore: (234) Ars.
Throat, swallowing, difficult: (173) Ars.

One must understand the following caveat: This does not mean that Crot-h. or Ars. will necessarily cure a particular case of Ebola. As the symptoms shift, the remedies shift with them and this facile adaptation to changing symptoms is what makes homeopathy's isotopic interventions the premier medical strategy in the world today for prophylaxis and cure of Ebola. And the symptoms progress as with most diseases, suggesting that a series of remedies can be used of may be needed as symptoms appear.

The most available isotopic pharmaceuticals are Arsenicum, Lachesis, Phosphorus, Sulfuric acid, Hamamelis and Carbo vegetalis. Most are available in retail stores carrying a selection of individual remedies, such as found in the Boiron [29] blue tube display in the 30C potency. In the next most available potency, 6C, is available in the lower potencies and is better for repeated dosing in acute situations.

It should be well noted that the first meaning of “virus” in Webster's New World Dictionary (1968) is “1. venom, as of a snake.” Couple this odd piece of etiology with the coincidental observance that viral hemorrhagic fevers historically produce the same or similar symptoms (such as the destruction of tissue) as snake venom, specifically from that of Crotalus horridus, the timber rattlesnake, a pit viper
found in the Eastern United States. For anyone exposed to the Ebola virus who had only one isotopic medication to take along, my choice would be Crot-h., at any potency or attenuation [30-34]. If that wasn't available, I would take Lachesis or Phosphorus.

The Banerji Protocol

In India today the Banerji Clinics' third and fourth generation homeopaths report treating, on the average, 1000 people a day for a wide variety of serious and common diseases, including Dengue fever, which like Ebola, untreated can develop into the hemorrhagic diathesis. From their extensive daily use of both dynamic and chemical pharmaceuticals, over the decades they have developed routine protocols that can be administered quickly to a crowd of patients. For “first line” symptoms indicative of Dengue fever they administer alternating doses of a mother tincture of Eupatorium perfolatum and Rhus toxicendron every three hours; and for high temperatures a liquid dose of Belladonna 3C every fifteen minutes. When the fever develops into the hemorrhagic state, they administer Hamamelis Virginica 200C mixed with Arnica Montana in a liquid dose, four doses daily along with the first line medications. [35]

Current use of homeopathic medicine usually make use of the post Avogadro potencies (12C and higher).

Here is a protocol for fever that leads to the hemorrhagic diathesis:

Yellow Fever.  
During the chill stage, Camph. (Rubini's) gtt. ii. 1/4h.  
When reaction sets in, fever, anxiety, restlessness, vomiting, jaundice, Aco. 3, 1/2h.  
Where gastric symptoms appear < by least movement, Bry. 3, 1/2h.  
Burning and cutting pain in stomach, intense retching, gagging, bringing up tough mucus, intense nausea and vomiting ; the least thing touching the lips excites vomiting ; black vomit, Cadm. s. 3 - 30, 1 - 2h.  
When the patient passes into a typhoid state, Ars. 3, 1/2h.  
Exhaustion, hæmorrhages, jaundice, Crotal. 3, 1/4h.  
(Preparations of the nosode must not be forgotten.)

. . .

An excellent must see power point presentation by JAYNEY GODDARD Homeopathy in Pandemic and Epidemics can be found at http://www.the-cma.org.uk/cma_images/Jayney's%20Presentation.pdf

SOUND HEALING  Does it work? http://boosters4africa.com/ebola/

New York Times Ebola video roll  

SEND HOMEOPATHY TO WEST AFRICA
The author is currently working with and supplying a clinic in West Africa and help is needed to continue. It is my desire to go to West Africa and set up clinics for the treatment of epidemical, tropical and common diseases, but I can't do it on love alone. I am in need of sponsorship.

HELP

People in West Africa are in desperate need of your help. Juma Mansaray of Jene Wonde lost her mother and grandmother on the same day here. She said the community has been ostracized from neighboring ones.

"Everywhere we go the people will drive us away," she said. "We are like outcasts; we can't even go to the local market to buy pepper or food because people think we are cursed. We don't know what to do. Most of our relatives in other areas don't want to see us ... we are stuck here."

http://www.aol.com/article/2014/11/10/liberia-village-becomes-a-new-ebola-epicenter/20991132/?icid=maing-grid7%7Chtmlws-main-bb%7Cdl3%7Csec1_lnk2%26pLid%3D560688

Please take action and help out in any way you can. Please pray for the suffering in need. If you can help, we need you to contact me at 503-819-7777, or email me at jrbenneth@aol.com.

10/24/14: We currently need help obtaining protective gear, f-suits, gloves, masks and a three day training course for their use for one clinic.

*ADDENDUM – Smallpox vaccine homeopathic

The world's greatest medical achievement of all time, the smallpox vaccine, was strategically homeopathic. Anyone who can't understand this after being shown repeated instances of it is in a pathological state of denial, which is to be fully expected in many professionals who have become accustomed to scoffing at what is essentially the medical analogue to the magnetic principal of like poles repelling one another [35].

In 1796 Edward Jenner revealed the successful homeopathic use of cowpox, bovine variola, to cure (i.e. repel) human variola, a disease in humans similar to cowpox, and it is no mere coincidence that Hahnemann's first treatise on homeopathy was published in Hufeland's Journal in that same year. In The Organon of Medicine the seminal work of homeopathy, Hahnemann refers to smallpox 38 times and in giving numerous examples of one disease curing another, uses numerous instances of smallpox curing other diseases [36] as examples of epidem diseases like curing like, and vice versa [37] as examples of homoeopathy, i.e. pathological similitude [38].

FOOTNOTES

4. Bracho G Large-scale application of highly-diluted bacteria for Leptospirosis epidemic control. "A homeoprophylactic formulation was prepared from dilutions of four circulating strains of Leptospirosis. "This formulation was administered orally to 2.3 million persons at high risk in an epidemic in a

5. Thirty people suffering from hemorrhagic fever were treated homeopathically and all recovered, including a pregnant woman. Family members were homeopathically treated to prevent them from getting the fever and this also worked. http://www.the-cma.org.uk/Articles/Dengue-Fever-and-Homeopathy-4890/

6. Nunes L. Contribution of homeopathy to the control of an outbreak of dengue in Macacé, Rio de Janeiro "156,000 doses of homeopathic remedy were freely distributed in April and May 2007 to asymptomatic patients and 129 doses to symptomatic patients treated in outpatient clinics, according to the notion of "epidemic genus". The remedy used was a homeopathic complex containing Phosphorus 30C, Crotonis nittidus 30C and Eupatorium perfoliatum 30C. The incidence of the disease in the first three months of 2008 fell 93% by comparison to the corresponding period in 2007, whereas in the rest of the State of Rio de Janeiro there was an increase of 128%." http://www.feg.unesp.br/~ojs/index.php/ijhdr/article/viewFile/31/53724

7. Eisfelder HW. Poliomyelitis immunization: a final report. During a polio epidemic in Buenos Aires 30,000-40,000 were homeopathically "vaccinated" and reportedly not one developed polio (Eizayaga) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=eisfelder+Poliomyelitis+Immunization8. Benneth JR How Bad Homeopathy Saved 3,000,000 Australian Children "Smallpox, prominent among them and so notorious for its many violent symptoms, has removed and cured a host of ills that have similar symptoms." http://johnbenneth.wordpress.com/2014/04/24/how-bad-homeopathy-saved-3000000-australian-children/

8. Benneth JR How Bad Homeopathy Saved 3,000,000 Australian Children "Smallpox, prominent among them and so notorious for its many violent symptoms, has removed and cured a host of ills that have similar symptoms." http://johnbenneth.wordpress.com/2014/04/24/how-bad-homeopathy-saved-3000000-australian-children/


10. "Perhaps the most recent use of homeopathy in a major epidemic was during the Influenza Pandemic of 1918. The Journal of the American Institute for Homeopathy, May, 1921, had a long article about the use of homeopathy in the flu epidemic. Dr. T. A. McCann, from Dayton, Ohio, reported that 24,000 cases of flu treated allopathically had a mortality rate of 28.2% while 26,000 cases of flu treated homeopathically had a mortality rate of 1.65%. This last figure was supported by Dean W.A. Pearson of Philadelphia (Hahnemann College) who collected 26,795 cases of flu treated with homeopathy with the above result. Some History of the Treatment of Epidemics with Homeopathy by Julian Winston, http://hpathy.com/homeopathy-papers/some-history-of-the-treatment-of-epidemics-with-homeopathy/


12. At the risk of confusing the reader I have left in Clarke's note about antidoting Phosphorus because attenuated Phos. is a common remedy and prophylaxis for fevers, including hemorrhagic. If there is any confusion about why one prophylaxis should antidote another prophylaxis for the treatment of disease, it can be explained by saying that in the same way like magnetic poles repel, and like solvents dissolve one another, and like curing like, like remedies will antidote one another.


14. Compliance Policy Guide G Sec. 400.400 Conditions Under Which Homeopathic Drugs May be Marketed - Inspections, Compliance, Enforcement, and Criminal Investigations: A guide to the use of homeopathic drugs (including potencies, dosing, and other parameters) may be found by referring to the following texts: A Dictionary of Practical Materia Medica by John Henry Clarke, M.D., (3 volumes; Health Science Press) [http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/index.html] and A Clinical Repertory to the Dictionary of Materia Medica by John Henry Clarke, M.D. (Health Science Press). These references must be reviewed in conjunction with other available literature on these drug substances. http://www.fda.gov/ICECI/compliancemanuals/compliancepolicyguidance/manual/ucm074360.htm

15. BRADFORD Logic of Figures. Comparative analysis of homeopathy and allopathy http://books.google.com/books?id=ihMM4AAAMAAJ&pg=PR1&dq=Thomas%2LPendley+bradford%22MP%22%5B%5D%5B2%5D%5B2%5D&hl=en&ei=l4MfVJneLIOjigLB04GIGA&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=1&ved=0CDeQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&q=Thomas%20Pendley%20Bradford%20MP%22Logic%20of%20Figure&f=false http://tinyurl.com/xxbl6h6


17. "It is only at the end of the nineteenth century that some allopathists are discovering that it [quinine, i.e. aspirin and blood thinners etc. are] is more deadly than the deadliest West African feveres." Clarke, China Officinalis. A Dictionary of Practical Materia Medica by John Henry Clarke, M.D., (3 volumes; Health Science Press) http://www.homeoint.org/clarke/c/china.htm

18. It may sound ludicrous in the limited terms of the 19th century, but Hahnemann here proposes a unique supramolecular theory of infection and contagion that still remains incomnolastic within the traditional belief that contagion is vectored by a pathogenic particle or entity, explaining how it is that despite protective clothing or without direct contact Ebola can be transmitted.that oddly could explain Ebola's cryptogenic nature of transmission: "Only a cultivated man accustomed to comparison and abstraction can intuitively form an idea of this phenomenon: upon reflection he sees it to be beyond material and mechanical influences. He terms it the dynamic virtual action of forces, that which takes place by the absolute, specific, pure power that one force exerts upon another. In the same way, the dynamic force with which pathogenetic influences act on healthy individuals and the dynamic force with which medicines act upon the vital principle to restore health are nothing but a contagion devoid of any material or mechanical aspect. A magnet powerfully attracts a piece of iron or steel near it in a similar way: one sees that the piece of iron is attracted by a pole of the magnet but does not see how this takes place. The invisible force of the magnet does not need any mechanical (material) means, such as a hook or lever; it attracts the iron or a steel needle by its...
own pure, nonmaterial, invisible, spirit-like force. We have here a dynamic phenomenon. Moreover, it invisibly (dynamically) transmits magnetic force to the steel needle, which in turn becomes magnetic even without being touched by the magnet, even at some distance, and is then able to transmit the same magnetic quality to other steel needles (dynamically). In a similar way a child who has smallpox or measles will transmit them to a healthy child by approaching him, even without touching him. This contamination takes place invisibly (dynamically) at a distance, with no more transmission of any material particle from one to the other than from the magnet to the steel needle. A specific, spirit-like influence communicates smallpox or measles to the child nearby, just as the magnet communicates magnetic force to the needle.” Hahnemann S The Organon of Medicine Para 11

http://homeoint.org/books/hahorgan/organ001.html#P11Ed

19. ENDLER Vet Hum Toxicology 1995 Jun. 37 (3): 259-60 Endler PC, Pongratz W, Smith CW, Non-molecular information transfer from thyroxine to frogs by means of homeopathic preparation and electronic processing "Substances so much diluted that no original molecule is present still exert biological effects, i.e. molecular bio-information may be transuded via water (Bastide et al., 1987; Hadji et al., 1991; Benveniste et al., 1992; Youbicier-Simo et al., 1993; Smith, 1994; Endler et al., 1994b; Pongratz et al., 1995; for a survey, see Endler and Schulte (1994), and hence inhibit climbing activity of juvenile frogs (Endler et al., 1994b)."

http://giriweb.com/ender.htm

20. MONTAGNIER Electromagnetic Signals Are Produced by Aqueous Nanostructures Derived from Bacterial DNA Sequences "When dilutions of the M. pirum filtrate were recorded for wave emission, the first obvious phenomenon observed was an increase of the overall amplitude of the signals at certain dilutions over the background noise and also an increase in frequencies. This change was abolished if the tube to be analyzed was placed inside a box sheltered with sheets of copper and mumetal (David, 1998). Fourier analysis of the M. pirum signals showed a shift towards higher frequencies close to 1000 Hz and multiples of it."


21. Prof Martin CHAPLIN, London South Bank University, Memory of Water. Prof. Chaplin was recognized by dean of the American medical sciences Prof. Rustum Roy of Penn State University as the world's leading authority on water chemistry. In an article explicitly relevant to homeopathy, Chaplin states “Water does store and transmit information, concerning solutes, by means of its hydrogen-bonded network”, reasonably ending a centuries old argument about the ability of water to store and transmit the signal of the passage of a guest solute in an aqueous host, as is demanded in the post Avogadro solutions used in homoeopathy.

http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/memory.html

22. RAO: “The defining role of structure (including epitaxy) in the plausibility of homeopathy” 2007 Jul;96(3):175-82. Rao ML, Roy, R., Bell IR, Hoover R ABSTRACT: “The key stumbling block to serious consideration of homeopathy is the presumed "implausibility" of biological activity for homeopathic medicines in which the source material is diluted past Avogadro's number of molecules. Such an argument relies heavily on the assumptions of elementary chemistry (and biochemistry), in which the material composition of a solution, (dilution factors and ligand-receptor interactions), is the essential consideration. In contrast, materials science focuses on the three-dimensional complex network structure of the condensed phase of water itself, rather than the original solute molecules. The nanoheterogenous structure of water can be determined by interactive phenomena such as epitaxy (the transmission of structural information from the surface of one material to another without the transfer of any matter), temperature-pressure processes during succion, and formation of colloidal nanobubbles containing gaseous inclusions of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and possibly the remedy source material. Preliminary data obtained using Raman and Ultra-Violet-Visible (UV-VIS) spectroscopy illustrate the ability to distinguish two different homeopathic medicines (Nux vomica and Natrum muriaticum) from one another and to differentiate, within a given medicine, the 6c, 12c, and 30c potencies. Materials science concepts and experimental tools offer a new approach to contemporary science, for making significant advances in the basic science studies of homeopathic medicines.”


23. Roy; ‘The Structure Of Liquid Water: Novel Insights From Materials Research; Potential Relevance To Homeopathy Rustum Roy, W.A. Tiller, Iris Bell, M. R. Hoover ‘The most distinctive feature of bonding in liquid water is not only the “well-known hydrogen bonds, but the necessary presence of a wide range” of van der Waals bonds between and among the various oligomeric (cluster) structural units. It is this range of very weak bonds that could account for the remarkable ease of changing the structure of water, which in turn could help explain the half-dozen well-known anomalies in its properties. In its subtler form, such weak bonds would also allow for the changes of structure caused by electric and magnetic fields and by radiation of all kinds, including possibly so-called “subtle energies”, which are the basis of an enormous range of claims about specially “structured” water.” “This paper does not deal in any way with, and has no bearing whatsoever on, the clinical efficacy of any homeopathic remedy. However, it does consider the ability of water to store and transmit the signal of the passage of a guest solute in an aqueous host, as is demanded in the post Avogadro solutions used in homeopathy.”

http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/memory.html


25. Bennett J The Supramolecular Chemistry of the Homeopathic Remedy Brian Josephson's Mind-Matter Unification Project, University of Cambridge 10/01/10 ABSTRACT: “In the 200 years since its invention, homeopathy has been the subject of much controversy. The major feature of homeopathy has been the lack of a rational explanation for the action of its pharmaceuticals. The question of "what is it?" is what in part has made the effects of homeopathic treatment difficult to understand and homeopathy impossible to rationally accept in the occidental corpus of science. I propose here that homeopathic remedies are actually supramolecular chemicals, which may well be the missing link between homeopathy and modern science. A supramolecule is an organization of two or more molecules that are held together by intermolecular forces. Citing recent studies, I propose that aqueous structures and their electromagnetic (EM) signals are what give homeopathic remedies their reportedly unique biological action. "Supramolecular chemistry is a non-traditional branch of chemistry that examines these intermolecular forces, the weaker and reversible non-covalent interactions between molecules. It is used here to explain how liquid aqueous structuring is created by the unique linking characteristics of water molecules, how the biological action of the solution is maintained in the absence of the original molecule, and what provides the homeopathic remedy with its specific EM properties. Novel proposals are supported by the orthodox literature in this controversial presentation.

http://sms.cam.ac.uk/media/1074586


29. I have no fiduciary incentive, arrangement or reason to promote Boiron other than their apparent ubiquity. -JRB

30. NOTE indications of Crot-h similar to symptoms of hemorrhagic fever: ‘A case related by Dr. J. S. M. Chaffee, in Hom. News, Sept., 1892, gives a good general idea of the action of Crot-h: “I was called to see James Wright ... bleeding ... from eyes, nose, ears, mouth, rectum and urethra; pulse 110 ... respiration 40; temperature 105; haggard expression; whole body bathed in hot perspiration; delirium. This patient had had the regular routine treatment of whisky, quinine and carbonate ammonia for ninety-six hours, when the attendants withdrew and pronounced the case beyond the reach of medical aid. A marked characteristic symptom was a mouldy smell of breath, with scarlet red tongue, and difficult swallowing. Great sensitiveness of skin of right half of body; so much so that the slightest touch would produce twitching of muscles of that side. I prescribed Crotalus hor. 30th trituration, 30 gr. in four ounces of water, a teaspoonful every hour, until my return visit, 24 hours later, when I found marked improvement. Temperature normal; pulse full, soft and regular; delirium gone; saliva and urine slightly tinged with blood; appetite returning, he having asked for food for the first time.” – A Dictionary of Practical Materia Medica by John Henry Clarke, M.D., (3 volumes; Health Science Press) http://www.homeoin.org/clarke/e/crot_h.htm

31.NB: “Difficulty swallowing” is a symptom of Ebola fever noted by my clinical contacts in Liberia [JRB]

32. Clarke claims Crotalus has been used with great success in the treatment of hemorrhagic fever (yellow), and has also been used as a prophylactic against it. “For this,” he says, “inoculation with diluted virus has been practised.” It should be noted here that Clarke is using the word virus in its original Latinate domicile, meaning venom, an ironic appellation of Ebola as a “Viral hemorrhagic fever.” A Dictionary of Practical Materia Medica by John Henry Clarke, M.D., (3 volumes; Health Science Press) http://www.homeoin.org/clarke/e/crot_h.htm


34 NEIDHARD ON THE EFFICACY OF CROTALUS IN YELLOW FEVER, ALSO IN MALIGNANT, BILIOUS AND REMITTENT FEVERS WITH AN ACCOUNT OF HUMBOLDT'S PROPHYLACTIC OF A VENOM OF A SERPENT AT HAVANA CUBA by C. Neidhard M.D., William Radde, Publisher, N.Y. 1860 http://books.google.com/books?id=o05k.NLmBdC.&printsec=titlepage#v=onepage&q&f=false

35. PBH Research Foundation, West Bengal, India 2013 THE BANERJI PROTOCOLS - A New Method of Treatment with Homeopathic Medicines by Prasanta and Pratip Banerji, p. 65 Dengue Fever

36. Para 36 Two dissimilar natural diseases ( one pre-existing the other) meeting in the same patient. If they are equally strong or if the first is stronger than the second, the more recent is repelled. Thus someone suffering from a grave chronic disease will not be affected by autumn dysentery or by any other mild epidemic. According to Larrey, the Levant plague does not break out in places where scurvy is prevalent, and people suffering from tetter are not infected either. Jenner holds that in people who have richets, small-pox disease does not take. Von Hildenden asserts that people with phthisis do not catch mild epidemic fevers.

37. HAHNEMANN: “We could cite very many examples of homoeopathic cures brought about by natural diseases with similar symptoms. But since we require precise and indubitable data we shall confine ourselves to the small number, always true to type, arising from unvarying miasm, which give them a distinct name. Smallpox, prominent among them and so notorious for its many violent symptoms, has removed and cured a host of ills that have similar symptoms. How common are the opthalmias of smallpox and how violent, even to blindness! Through inoculation smallpox completely and permanently cured chronic eye inflammation in a case cited by Dezoteux and in another cited by Leroy. A person who was blind for two years after the suppression of a scalp eruption completely recovered his sight after smallpox, according to Klein. How often has smallpox not brought about deafness and dyspnea! And it removed both these chronic complaints when it reached its acme, as J. F. Closs observes. Swelling of the testicles, even very severe, is a frequent symptom of smallpox; and that is why it could, by similarity, cure a large, hard swelling of the left testicle caused by a trauma (Klein). Another observer also notes that it cured a similar testicular swelling. Among the unpleasant complaints that occur in smallpox ther is a particular dysentery like stool; and so by similarity, smallpox has cured dysentery (F. Wendt).

38. HAHNEMANN: “It is well known that smallpox contracted during cow pox immediately wipes out the cowpox homoeopathically and aborts it, both because of its greater strength and because of its close similarity. On the other hand, if the cowpox is already near maturity, because of its great similarity to the supervening smallpox, the latter is at least greatly attenuated homoeopathically, (h) and milder, as Mühry and many others have stated. “h. This seems to be the reason for the remarkable salutary result of the widespread use of Jenner’s cowpox vaccination. The smallpox has not since then appeared among us with such widespread virulence. Forty or fifty years after, when a city was stricken, it lost at least half, often three-quarters of its children."

39. Para. 51 Such occurrences are enough to reveal conclusively to our intelligence this law of healing. But see what advantage man has over the chance happenings of crude nature! Does he not have in the medicinal substances distributed throughout creation so many more thousands of homoeopathic curative agents with which to help his suffering brothers! They give him the means of creating all possible variations of disease conditions with which to treat innumerable conceivable and inconceivable natural diseases homoeopathically. Once they have achieved their curative purpose, the action of these medicinal disease agents disappears by itself and is overcome by the vital force without having to be expelled in its turn, like scabies. The physician can dilute, subdivide, and potentize these artificial disease agents almost infinitely, thereby reducing their dosage until they are only slightly stronger than the similar natural diseases they treat. Thus in this incomparable therapy there is no need to attack the organism with violence in order to destroy an inveterate ailment. The suffering and torment of natural disease give way to the desired state of permanent health gently, imperceptibly, and often quite rapidly.